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Abstract: A web page is a web document in which huge amount of information is available and because of rapid growth of World Wide Web there is a great advantage to anyone, the user can easily access the web pages from any place through the internet. In the web page contains noisy information like menus, footers, unnecessary links, logos, etc and the main content. Most of the users are interested in only main content. But the main problem with the extraction process is to greater performance impact on web summarization; question answering system, information retrieval application because of the web page is collection of noisy and main content. So we propose an extraction process for identifying main content from web pages. In the extraction process consist of an automatic extraction techniques and hand crafted rules. In the automatic extraction techniques process the first step is to the web page is segmented into web page block and the second step is to differentiate main content from irrelevant or noisy content. In the hand crafted rule process extracts the main content from web pages by using rules which are already generated.
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1. Introduction

In the recent years there is tremendous growth of the World Wide Web for navigation into the web pages by numerous users through the web browser. The web page is the greatest source of information which is useful for the end user to search and many more reasons. The web developer creates web pages which are collection of informative content blocks such as relevant data to the web page and other blocks such as navigational bars, menus, footers, copyright notices, advertisements, category information, etc. which is called uninformative block. These blocks are not related to the main block, so it is the greatest challenge for extracting the main content from web pages. When an end user browsing particular web page, then end user most of the time focuses on relevant content and ignores noisy content. When examining web pages, human can easily distinguish informative content from the other uninformative content, but computer software is not more intelligent than human so it can’t identify the main content from the noisy content. So it’s become the challenge for web mining, data mining application and other application which contain web document as a data source.

The every web page on the browser you will see as an HTML file. In HTML file consist of HTML tags and content between these tags that displays on the web browser as a web page. To eliminate noisy data from web pages use a regular expression pattern in Uzun et al [1], but using this pattern is not a reliable extraction method from web domains. In the extraction process the content is extracted by using Document Object Model (DOM) method. For DOM methods the content is extracted by using web page segmentation. The web page segmentation is a task which divides the structure into smaller segment. Different methods were used for content extraction from web pages this we will see in the section 2. In fig 1 violet color block shows non-informative content and red color block shows informative content.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 includes related work. In section 3 discusses the proposed system. The section 4 gives the conclusion. The proposed system as extraction process increase efficiency, accuracy for extraction of the informative content from web pages.

Figure 1: Typical example of web page with differentiate the main and noisy content

2. Related Work

A crawler was developed in which obtain news between 1998 and 2008 of three Turkish daily popular newspapers by Uzun,E. in [1]. After completion of the crawl, shows that the use of redundant or noisy contents such as advertisements, banners, navigation panels, logos and comments on web pages has been increased day by day. So for relevant content require removing this noisy content from web pages, for this purpose they searched a regular expression patterns, but this pattern is not a reliable extraction technique for different web domains. Because of variations in HTML tag naming and
hierarchy it is very difficult to prepare regular expression patterns for extracting the main content from web pages.

A small set of shallow text features was analyzed by Kohlschutter C in [2] for classifying the individual text elements in a Web page from different sources. The web page consists of footer, navigational bars, logos and advertisements such elements called as boilerplate text which is not related to the main content. In this paper they analyze most popular features used for boilerplate text detection. These features are the counting number of word, measuring density of link and density of text. The number of words means words are white-space delimited character sequences which at least contain one letter or digit. The link density means ratio of the number of tokens within an A tag divided by the total number of tokens in the block. The text density means it counts the number of tokens in a particular text block b divided by the number of lines covered after word-wrapping the text at a fixed column width.

An approach was developed to correctly identify the content portion of web-pages by Gibson J., Wellner B., & Lubar S in [3]. Most approaches uses hand-crafted tool for content extraction, but it requires more time and efforts to implement so it is very tedious job. So they describe a sequence labeling problem to identify the relevant content from web pages. Firstly divides the web page into a sequence of blocks by using the Boundary Detection Method. Then each block is gets labeled as Content or NotContent. For this purpose they employed three different statistical sequence labeling models to learn how to label sequences of blocks so as to identify the content. The 3 statistical sequence labeling models are Conditional Random Fields (CRF), Maximum Entropy Classifiers (MaxEnt), and Maximum Entropy Markov Models (MEMM). From this Conditional Random Fields (CRF) can perfectly identify the content portions of web pages.

A novel approach was proposed by Ma L. [4] in that identifies web page templates and extracts the unstructured data. To extract only the body of the page and eliminating the template increases the retrieval precision also by removing the noisy data such as unnecessary links, etc improves the searching capability by reducing the irrelevant results. In this approach web page is divided into smaller units by using <TR>, <TD> tags. Then the “IMatch” duplicate detection algorithm used for detection of duplicate web pages in the collection. After duplicate are removed the denilinator tag or its respective end tag such as table tag or image map tag is encountered, then we store the identified text chunk in the text chunk map and also store the calculated document frequency for that chunk for further use. Their threshold value is calculated, and then the remaining text chunks are the extracted texts that are passed to the indexer to be indexed and remove the template.

There are several approaches of automatic extraction techniques for web pages segmentation. The automatic extraction technique approaches are location -based segmentation, vision-based segmentation, and segmentation based on DOM. The string manipulation functions are written in the hand crafted rule process which was previously used for extracting the content from the web pages. But for generating the hand crafted rules require much time also it is critical job for extraction because of creating rules require to knowledge about how the web page is designed, so mostly focus on automatic extraction technique for extracting the content from web pages. The above approaches are given below.

2.1 Location -Based Segmentation

The segmentation based on location considers the “location” as a feature for example left menu is mostly link section which is on left side, in the footer section contains author information which is placed at the bottom side, the title of the web page which is on top side so such type of location are used . In Kovacevic, M. [10] an M-Tree was constructed for extracting the visual information from an HTML source based on location. In the M-tree construction, initially by using HTML parser parse the given web page and it extracts two elements which are tags element and data element. To build the tree these two elements are given and by using predefined rules build the tree. After this by using the rendering module coordinates the objects for further use and for classification the Naive Bayes Classifier is used which is the simplest instance of a probabilistic classifier and it is defined as:

\[ p(e|d) = \sum_i W_i \cdot p_i(e|d) \]

Where the pattern \( d \) belongs to class \( e \) (posterior probability), weight \( W_i \) is i-th classifier.

2.2 Vision-Based Segmentation

For web page segmentation different features are used for example lines, different font, colors, shapes & size. In Cai, D. [6] the automatic top-down approach was developed to detect content structure from web pages. The visual blocks are created by dividing the web page and for each visual block Degree of Coherence (DoC) is measured based on properties for extraction. In this study proposed a VIPS algorithm for segmentation in which combining the visual cues and the DOM structure of the web page. In the vision-based page segmentation algorithm initial task is to construct the DOM structure as shown in fig 2 and visual information like color, font size, lines and position are obtained from a web browser.

In block extraction process visual block extraction algorithm is used then the visual block extraction process is started to extract visual blocks of the current level from the DOM tree based on visual cues and. Then in the Visual separators detection process by assigning weights for separators based on some properties, Visual separators among these blocks are identified. Then in the Content Structure Construction process starts from the separators with the lowest weight and the blocks beside these separators are merged to form new virtual blocks, this process iterates till separators with maximum weights are met.
2.3 DOM-Based Segmentation

In DOM-based studies use DOM-level features to extract content from web pages by using trained classifiers, such as in [11] they consider the problem of automatically segmenting web pages in a principled manner. In this the weighted graph is defined where nodes are the DOM tree nodes and the edge-weights defines the cost of placing the end points in same or different segments and this was developed by Chakrabarti, D in [11]. By using this formulation produce two types, first one is based on correlation clustering and second type is based on energy-minimizing cuts in graphs. The energy minimizing formulation is better than the correlation clustering; the quality of segmentation depends on the edge weights of the graph. Then apply our segmentation algorithms in [11] as a pre-processing step to the duplicate webpage detection problem.

Another trained classifier is Function-based Object Model (FOM) that attempts to understand the authors’ intention by identifying Object function instead of semantic understanding. The FOM model for website understanding is developed and these FOM models are Basic FOM based on the basic functional properties of Object and Specific FOM based on the category of Object by Chen, J. [12]. In the Basic FOM, Object can be classified into Basic Object (BO) and Composite Object (CO). The Basic objects (BO) have function, Property and a Composite Object (CO) is a set of Objects (BO or CO) that perform some certain functions together. The Specific FOM is represented by its category which reflects the authors’ intention directly, it consists object like Information Object, Navigation Object. To automatically detect the functional properties and category of Object is presented for FOM generation; the general rules and specific rules based on FOM are combined for practical adaptation. An application example of the proposed model is a system for web content adaptation over Wireless Application Protocol (WAP).

The new approach is described to segment HTML pages and building on methods from Quantitative Linguistics and strategies borrowed from the area of Computer Vision by Kohlschutter, C. in [13]. The notion of text-density is used as a measure to identify the individual text segments of a web page also it reduce the problem to solving a 1D-partitioning task. They present the Block Fusion algorithm for identifying segments using the text density metric.

The approach is developed to correctly identify the content portion of web pages by Gibson, J. in [13]. For this purpose each block is gets labeled as Content or NotContent by 3 statistical sequence labeling models. The first model is Conditional Random Fields (CRF) defined as:

\[ p(y|x) = \frac{1}{Z_x} \exp \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{k} \lambda_k f_k(y_i, y_{i-1}, x, i) \right) \]

Where \( Z_x \) is a normalization term over all possible label sequences, feature functions \( f_k \) are arbitrary functions over the current and previous labels \( y_i, y_{i-1} \), the entire observation sequence \( x \) and the current position, \( i \).

The second model is Maximum Entropy Classifiers (MaxEnt) defined as:

\[ p(y' = y_1 | x) = \frac{\exp \left( \sum_{y_1} \lambda_{y_1} f_{y_1}(y_1, x) \right)}{\sum_{y_1} \exp \left( \sum_{x} \lambda_{y_1} f_{y_1}(y_1, x) \right)} \]

Where \( y \) is a random variable over Classifications such as (Content or NotContent) or the possible outcomes, \( x \) describes the observed data, the functions \( f_{y_1} \) are features over the observed data and a particular outcome, the \( \lambda_{y_1} \) is the weights.

The third model is Maximum Entropy Markov Models (MEMM) defined as:

\[ p(y_1 | y_{1-1}, x) = \sum_{\alpha} p(y_1 | y_{1-1}, \alpha, x) \]

Where \( p(y_1 | y_{1-1}, x) = \frac{\exp \left( \sum_{\alpha} \lambda_{y_1} f_{y_1}(y_1, y_{1-1}, \alpha, x) \right)}{\sum_{\alpha} \exp \left( \sum_{\alpha} \lambda_{y_1} f_{y_1}(y_1, y_{1-1}, \alpha, x) \right)} \)

3. Proposed System

![Figure 3: Architecture of proposed system](image-url)
The architecture of the proposed system is shown in fig 3. The aim of this system is to extract the only main content from web pages and ignoring the noisy content. For this purpose by using extraction process, i.e. automatic extraction techniques and hand crafted rules the user get the appropriate result. In automatic extraction techniques the main content extracts from web pages by using dynamic rule generation. In hand crafted rules process the main content extracts from web pages by using rules which are already generated and stored into the database.

In this section gives step by step how the content is extracted from web pages.
1) Initially a user gives the URL of the web page which he/she wants to extract the content.
2) The rules for a given web page are checked into the database.
3) If the rules for a given web page are present into database, then by using that rules extract the relevant content so this step is called as a hand crafted rules process.
4) If the rules for a given web page are not present into the database, then it must be required to generate the rules for a given web page and stored the generated rules into database for further use. So this step is called as automatic extraction techniques because in this step dynamic rules are generated for a given web page.
5) In automatic extraction techniques process consist of following steps:-

A) DOM Tree Construction
The HTML web page can be defined by using a tree structure called as a DOM tree. The DOM (Document Object model) tree visualizes the web document into a tree hierarchy. The web page is a collection of tags, nested tags. So the DOM tree shows every HTML elements into a tree structure, by using the DOM tree we can traverse the whole document very easily and also missing tags can be easily identified. Every element of DOM tree is nothing but DOM node or block.

B) Feature Extraction
By using different features each node must be classified as informative or uninformative node. In [2] number of word, link density and text density features were used for relevant content detection. But in proposed system different features are used like the Word Frequency, Density in HTML, Link Frequency, Word Frequency within Links, Average Word Frequency in Links, Ratio of Word Frequency in Links to All Words these features are used for extracting the main content from web pages.

C) Apply ML (Machine Learning) Method
The different machine learning methods are used in extraction process, but the decision tree classification method gives best performance. A decision tree [7] has a root node and branch node used for decision making purpose. The decision tree learning algorithm starts from the root node, then split each node recursively based on C4.5 algorithm. The C4.5 algorithm [8] is applied as decision tree classification.

6. By using the rules which are generated in the above ML method extract the content from web pages.

4. Conclusion
The informative content is extracted from web pages and noisy content such as links, footer, header etc. are avoided. The main content is identified by using extraction process, in the extraction process consist of automatic extraction techniques and hand crafted rules. In automatic extraction techniques a web page is converted into a DOM tree and features are extracted. The extracted features are input to the machine learning method like decision tree classification method. The rules are generated and by using these rules main content is extracted. In hand crafted rules, the rules are into database by using these rules the relevant content is extracted from web pages. The proposed system produces effective rules and building more accurate model.
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